Associating reward to task performance has been shown to benefit scores of cognitive functions. Importantly, this typically entails associating reward to the execution of a response, hence intertwining action-related processes with motivational ones. However, recently, preparatory action requirements (go/no-go) and outcome valence (reward/ punishment) were elegantly separated using a cued orthogonalized go/no-go task. Functional magnetic resonance imaging results from this task showed that typical areas of the "reward network," like the dopaminergic midbrain and the striatum, predominantly encode action rather than valence, displaying enhanced activity when preparing for action (go) compared to inaction (no-go). In the current study, we used ERPs to probe for differences in preparatory state related to cognitive effort in this task, which has similarly been linked to reward-network activity. Importantly, the contingent negative variation, which is linked to effortful cognitive preparation processes during cue-target intervals, was clearly observed in go trials but not in no-go trials. Moreover, target-locked ERP results (N1 and P3) suggested that attention to the target was enhanced when an action had to be performed (go trials), and typical inhibition-related ERP components were not observed in no-go trials, suggesting a lack of active response inhibition. Finally, feedback-related P3 results could suggest that correct feedback was valued more in motivated go trials, again implying that more effort was required to correctly perform the task. Together, these results indicate that the anticipation of action compared to inaction simultaneously entails differences in mental effort, highlighting the need for further dissociation of these concepts.
Everyday behavior requires flexible control that is sensitive to changes in the environment. When the environment or context suggests the availability of reward or punishment, people strive for minimization of punishment and the maximization of reward. As such, it has been shown that the prospect of reward enhances performance in a wide range of behavioral tasks (Adcock, Thangavel, Whitfield-Gabrieli, Knutson, & Gabrieli, 2006; Beck, Locke, Savine, Jimura, & Braver, 2010; Etzel, Cole, Zacks, Kay, & Braver, 2015; Locke & Braver, 2008; Padmala & Pessoa, 2011) . However, in these tasks usually a predefined motor response has to be executed in order to receive a reward, thereby coupling reward to action execution (and the respective anticipation thereof). Hence, these studies cannot distinguish valence (i.e., reward vs. punishment) and action effects (i.e., action execution vs. inhibition) and their underlying neural substrates. This is of particular importance considering that, in Pavlovian control, valence and action are inherently linked since stimuli that are appetitive (either in nature or via classical conditioning) automatically invigorate approach behavior or action and aversive stimuli promote withdrawal or inhibition. This relation between reward and the execution of a motor response (go) and between punishment and the inhibition of motor actions (no-go) has also been suggested in previous studies investigating learning and decision making (Chiu, Cools, & Aron, 2014; Frank, Seeberger, & O'Reilly, 2004; Freeman, Alvernaz, Tonnesen, Linderman, & Aron, 2015; Gray & McNaughton, 2000) .
One group of studies (Cavanagh, Eisenberg, Guitart-Masip, Huys, & Frank, 2013; Guitart-Masip et al., 2011; Guitart-Masip, Chowdhury et al., 2012; Guitart-Masip, Huys et al., 2012; Richter et al., 2014) that has elegantly investigated the effects of action requirements and reward value and their interaction has crossed both factors in a cue-based paradigm (the so-called orthogonalized go/no-go task). This led to four conditions indicated by different cues: go to win, go to avoid losing, no-go to win, and no-go to avoid losing, which were used to compare differential anticipatory neural activity related to action and valence Guitart-Masip, Chowdhury et al., 2012) . The behavioral data favored an inherent association between reward and go indicated by an interaction between action and valence with increased accuracy in go trials when subjects anticipated monetary gains compared to losses (and similar accuracy levels in win and avoid-losing trials in the no-go condition). Nevertheless, fMRI results mostly demonstrated a main effect of action, in particular in parts of the typical "reward network" including the substantia nigra/ventral tegmental area (SN/VTA) and striatum that were found to predominantly encode action anticipation irrespective of valence (GuitartMasip et al., 2011; Guitart-Masip, Chowdhury et al., 2012) .
However, recent evidence shows that the same neural system is also involved in effort-based management of neural resources. For example, Boehler et al. (2011) found that, even in the absence of reward or any other type of direct extrinsic motivator, the dopaminergic midbrain is more active when subjects prepare for a cognitively demanding task compared to a less demanding task. Moreover, it has been found that the dopaminergic midbrain regions and important dopaminergic target areas like the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and striatum are not only activated during the anticipation of reward but also during the anticipation of effort in a perceptual task (Krebs, Boehler, Roberts, Song, & Woldorff, 2012) , a cognitive task (Vassena et al., 2014) , and a physical instrumental task (Kurniawan, Guitart-Masip, Dayan, & Dolan, 2013) . Hence, these results suggest that the dopaminergic midbrain is not only involved in the processing of reward but also in the control of cognitive processing resources (see also Nieoullon, 2002; Salamone, Correa, Mingote, & Weber, 2005) . As such, it is important to note that the action manipulation as described in the studies of Guitart-Masip and colleagues seems to simultaneously entail differences in mental effort. More specifically, in go trials, mental preparation is likely pronounced since subjects have to attend to the upcoming target in order to perform the task correctly (and quickly), which is not the case for no-go trials. Hence, activity enhancements of the striatum and dopaminergic midbrain during action-related preparation can alternatively or additionally represent changes in preparatory state.
In order to probe whether different levels of task preparation might have contributed to the dominating effect of action anticipation by Guitart-Masip's group, in the current study we recorded EEG activity while participants performed the orthogonalized go/ no-go task of Guitart-Masip et al. (2011) and Guitart-Masip, Chowdhury et al. (2012) . To further test whether there is any preparatory effort during anticipation of no-go trials, we also included cued catch trials in which participants knew that no target would be presented (see also Grent-'t-Jong & Woldorff, 2007) . Moreover, two other baseline conditions were included, that is, neutral go and neutral no-go, in which trials were never rewarded or punished.
One event-related component that is particularly interesting with regard to the goal of the current study is the contingent negative variation (CNV) since it is supposed to reflect changes in preparatory activity (Walter, Cooper, Aldridge, McCallum, & Winter, 1964) . The CNV is a frontocentral negative-going component observed between a warning and imperative stimulus that starts to appear around 1 s preceding target presentation and is supposed to reflect processes related to anticipatory attention, motor preparation, and arousal (Birbaumer, Elbert, Canavan, & Rockstroh, 1990; Connor & Lang, 1969; Tecce, 1972; van Boxtel & Brunia, 1994) . In a number of studies, the CNV was investigated using a cued go/ no-go paradigm, and they found that the CNV is larger when anticipating go trials compared to no-go trials, suggesting enhanced preparatory cortical activity (e.g., Filipović, Jahanshahi, & Rothwell, 2001; Funderud et al., 2012; Rosahl & Knight, 1995) . Moreover, the CNV has been shown to be sensitive to the anticipation of different levels of task demands or cognitive effort (Ansari & Derakshan, 2011; McEvoy, Smith, & Gevins, 1998; Schevernels, Krebs, Santens, Woldorff, & Boehler, 2014 ; but see Vuillier, Whitebread, & Szucs, 2015) , which may again largely reflect differences in preparatory state or the amount of resources allocated to a cognitive process (see also R€ osler, Heil, & R€ oder, 1997).
Therefore, if different levels of task preparation are involved, we would expect larger CNV amplitudes in anticipated go trials than in no-go trials (as suggested by previous studies). Since the CNV has been shown to be affected by extrinsic motivation (Hughes, Mathan, & Yeung, 2012; Pierson, Ragot, Ripoche, & Lesevre, 1987; Schevernels et al., 2014; van den Berg, Krebs, Lorist, & Woldorff, 2014 ; but see Goldstein et al., 2006; Sobotka, Davidson, & Senulis, 1992) , we also expected a larger CNV amplitude in go to win and go to avoid-losing trials (which may or may not differ from each other) compared to go neutral trials. We also investigated the cue-evoked parietal P3 (which largely precedes the CNV) since this component has been shown to be affected by reward anticipation, suggesting its role in motivated attention (Goldstein et al., 2006 (Goldstein et al., , 2008 Hughes et al., 2012; Kohls et al., 2011; Schevernels et al., 2014) .
The level of preparation should also affect processing of the subsequent target, and thus we also investigated target-evoked ERPs related to early visual processing and attention. Moreover, it is unclear how much active response inhibition precued no-go trials require (since the tendency to initiate a motor response is preempted by the cue) in which case one should not observe typical inhibition-related ERP effects, like modulations of the frontal target-evoked N2 and P3 in no-go trials (Bokura, Yamaguchi, & Kobayashi, 2001; Bruin, Wijers, & van Staveren, 2001; Eimer, 1993; Falkenstein, Hoormann, & Hohnsbein, 1999; Gajewski & Falkenstein, 2013; Pfefferbaum, Ford, Weller, & Kopell, 1985; van Boxtel, van der Molen, Jennings, & Brunia, 2001 ). Finally, the P3 related to positive feedback has been shown to be larger in highdemand tasks, and thus it has been suggested that reward feedback is more valued when subjects had to put in a lot of effort (Ma, Meng, Wang, & Shen, 2014; Schevernels et al., 2014) . Thus, we expected larger P3 amplitudes evoked by correct feedback in go trials than in no-go trials. Together, with this study we sought to use ERPs related to the cue, target, and feedback to investigate whether the action-dominated activity as found by Guitart-Masip et al. (2011) and Guitart-Masip, Chowdhury et al. (2012) might also partly arise from differences in preparatory mental effort.
Materials and Method Participants
Twenty-one subjects participated in the experiment (17 women, M age 5 25.2 years, SD age 5 5.4 years). They were all righthanded, had correct or corrected-to-normal vision, and reported no history of psychiatric or neurological disorders. Prior to participation, written informed consent was obtained according to the procedure approved by the local ethics committee. After finishing the task, each subject received a financial compensation of 25e plus an additional bonus depending on their task performance (maximal 10e).
Paradigm
In the present study, we used a modified version of the orthogonalized go/no-go task of Guitart-Masip et al. (2011) . In this experiment, cues indicate whether the upcoming trial will be a go or nogo trial. In go trials, subjects have to respond as quickly as possible according to the location of the target (left or right), while in no-go trials no button has to be pressed when the target appears. Cues also indicate the potential valence of the trial (i.e., the outcome depending on task performance). In addition to the two original valence-related cues (reward and punishment), we included neutral 2 H. Schevernels et al.
cues in which performance outcome was not related to reward or punishment to be able to further investigate motivational effects by comparing against a neutral baseline. Moreover, we implemented cued catch trials in which participants knew that no target would be presented, and which therefore should not trigger any preparatory activity. Except for catch trials, participants received feedback about the outcome at the end of each trial. Stimulus presentation durations and timing differed from the original experiment since they were optimized for an EEG setting (see Figure 1 ). In contrast to the studies of Guitart-Masip et al. (2011) and Guitart-Masip, Chowdhury et al. (2012) , who used 50% cue-only trials in order to disentangle hemodynamic activity related to cue processing from subsequent processes, the high temporal resolution of EEG (combined with the relatively slow succession of events) allows us to distinguish motor-related from preparatory-related activity directly, hence largely abolishing the need for this procedure. Different fractal images (58 3 78) served as cues indicating the trial type. We kept the four conditions implemented in the study of Guitart-Masip et al. (2011) : respond quickly and correctly to obtain a reward (go to win), respond quickly and correctly to avoid punishment (go to avoid losing), do not respond to obtain a reward (no-go to win), and do not respond to avoid punishment (no-go to avoid losing). Furthermore, three other trial types were included serving as baseline conditions: respond quickly and correctly although there is no prospect of reward or punishment (go neutral), do not respond although there is no prospect of reward or punishment (no-go neutral), and attentively wait for the next cue since no target will appear (cued catch). Hence, in total there were seven different fractal images. Each fractal cue was presented for 800 ms and occurred for an equal number of times.
After a variable delay of 1,200 to 1,500 ms (only showing a fixation cross), the next cue appeared in cued catch trials and a target was presented for 1,000 ms in noncatch trials. Targets were circles (radius 38) that were randomly displayed on the left or right side (58) of a central fixation cross. In go trials, subjects had to press the letter A with their left index finger when the circle was displayed on the left side of the screen while they had to press the letter L with their right index finger when the circle was shown on the right side of the screen (QWERTY-layout keyboard). Moreover, in go trials responses had to be made quickly since a fixed response time-out was implemented (which was not the case for no-go trials). This time-out varied between subjects since it was based on their performance in the second training run (see below). More specifically, the maximal time to respond in go trials was defined by taking the average of response times on correct go trials in this training run plus 50 ms.
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At the end of each noncatch trial, feedback was presented for 800 ms following a varying interstimulus interval of 300 to 800 ms. A green upward-pointing arrow indicated a gain of 10 eurocents, a red downward-pointing arrow signaled a 10 eurocents loss, and a yellow horizontal bar was shown when subjects did not lose or win any money. The outcome was dependent on the trial type as well as on the subject's performance. However, consistent with the paradigm of Guitart-Masip et al. (2011) and Guitart-Masip, Chowdhury et al. (2012) , in win and avoid-losing conditions, the outcome was furthermore probabilistic in the sense that even when subjects performed the task correctly only 70% of correct reactions in win trials were rewarded and only 70% of correct reactions in avoid-losing trials were not punished. Hence, in 70% of the trials, subjects would gain a reward in win trials and avoid punishment in avoid-losing trials when they gave a fast and accurate response in go conditions and withheld their response in no-go conditions. In neutral task conditions, a horizontal bar was always presented indicating that no money had been won or lost.
Before starting the experiment, task requirements were explained and subjects were instructed to minimize eye movements and blinking. Subjects were explicitly told that they could win extra money contingent on their task performance, and they were informed about the probabilistic feedback. Furthermore subjects had to memorize the meaning of all seven cues, which was also repeated at the beginning of every experimental run. To ensure that subjects had learned the cue meanings, we implemented a first practice session including 10 trials per condition (70 trials in total) in which neither a response time-out nor a probabilistic outcome was applied, and the Dutch words goed (correct) or fout (incorrect) were presented to provide additional feedback. If accuracy was worse than 75% in one of the conditions, we restarted this practice block. Subsequently, subjects performed a second practice run in which trials were presented in the same way as in the experimental task (with probabilistic outcome). In the experimental session, seven runs of 70 trials were performed with 10 trials per condition Figure 1 . Task procedure. At the start of each trial, a cue signaled the possible value of the trial (win, avoid losing, or neutral) and indicated whether the subject would have to respond (go trials) or not (no-go trials) to the upcoming target. In go trials, subjects had to press a button according to the location of the target. In cued catch trials, subjects knew that no target would be presented after the cue. At the end of each noncatch trial, feedback was presented dependent on the trial type and performance. A green arrow pointing upwards meant that subjects won 10 eurocents, while a red arrow pointing downwards indicated a 10 eurocents loss. A yellow horizontal bar signaled that no money was won or lost. The feedback was probabilistic so that only 70% of correct and fast responses in go trials and 70% of correct withholding responses in no-go trials were rewarded (win trials) or not punished (avoid-losing trials).
1. We implemented this subject-based time-out instead of a fixed maximum response time of 700 ms , which turned out to be too long during piloting this task in order to assure that similar accuracy levels would be reached as in the study of GuitartMasip and colleagues.
Effort effects in the orthogonalized go/no-go task 3 presented equally often in a randomized order. This resulted in a total of 490 trials with 70 trials per condition. In each run, a selfpaced break was implemented after 35 trials. Moreover, after every run subjects were informed about the amount of money they had already won. Two versions of the experiment were created to counterbalance 2 the meaning of the fractal cues across participants.
EEG Acquisition and Preprocessing
EEG signals were recorded using a BioSemi ActiveTwo system (common mode sense-driven right leg [CMS-DRL] reference) and sampled at 256 Hz. Data were recorded from 64 Ag-AgCl scalp electrodes positioned according to the International 10-20 location configuration. External electrodes were attached to the left and right mastoid for offline rereferencing. Horizontal and vertical eye movements were measured using electrodes placed at the external canthus of the left and right eye and directly above and below the left eye, respectively. Subjects were tested in a dimly lit, electrically shielded room. A combination of EEGLAB (Delorme & Makeig, 2004 ) and ERPLAB (Lopez-Calderon & Luck, 2014) was used to analyze the collected EEG data. As a first step, we rereferenced the data to the average of the left and right mastoid. Subsequently, data was lowpass filtered (30 Hz), and eye blinks were removed using independent component analysis. Channels that were very noisy were interpolated (only six channels in total across all datasets). Baselinecorrected epochs were created time-locked to the onset of the cue, target, and feedback with a time window of 2200 ms to 2,300 ms, 2200 ms to 1,000 ms, and 2200 ms to 800 ms, respectively. Epochs containing eye movements (step function with threshold 60 mV and window size 400 ms in the bipolar horizontal electrooculogram channel) and extreme values in scalp electrodes (> 6 150 mV) were automatically removed, and afterwards all epochs were visually inspected for possible additional missed artifacts. This resulted on average in 4% rejected cue-locked epochs, 2% rejected target-locked epochs, and 2% rejected feedback-locked epochs.
Data Analysis
Behavior. Accuracy, that is, a correct button press within the response time-out window in go trials and not responding in no-go trials, was investigated using a repeated measures analysis of variance (rANOVA) with within-subject factors action (go/no-go) and valence (win/avoid losing/neutral). In case Mauchly's test indicated that the assumption of sphericity did not hold, degrees of freedom were corrected using the Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity. The number of reactions that exceeded the response time-out and reaction times in correct go trials (i.e., only including reaction times within the response window) were analyzed using a rANOVA with the factor valence (win/avoid losing/neutral) and post hoc paired-sample t tests. If tests were significant, we also report effect sizes (Cohen's d and partial eta squared, g p 2 ).
ERPs. For both cue-locked and target-locked ERPs, mean amplitude measurements were derived within a specific time range and region of interest. ERPs related to cues and targets only included trials in which subjects responded accurately (i.e., within time-out window for go trials). Feedback-related analyses included trials in which responses and feedback were correct.
3 All analyses were performed on 30 Hz low-pass filtered data, but for illustration purposes a 15 Hz low-pass filter was applied in the figures. Amplitudes were analyzed using rANOVAs with the factors action (go/ no-go) and valence (win/avoid losing/neutral) and applying the Greenhouse-Geisser degrees of freedom correction whenever necessary. Hence, if Mauchly's test of sphericity was significant, we report uncorrected F values, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected p values, and epsilon (e). Post hoc tests were performed to further investigate significant effects. Effect sizes (Cohen's d and partial eta squared) are reported when statistical results were significant. ERPs related to cued catch trials were not included in the statistical analyses, but they are displayed in the figures as a reference.
The parietal cue-evoked P3 was maximal at electrode sites Pz, P1, and P2 between 400 and 600 ms after cue onset (mainly for go trials). Subsequently a large negative component, (i.e., the CNV) was detected between 1,000 and 2,000 ms (earliest onset of the target) mainly in go conditions at frontocentral locations (FCz, FC1, FC2, Cz, C1, and C2). Consistent with earlier studies (Broyd et al., 2012; Goldstein et al., 2006; Jonkman, Lansbergen, & Stauder, 2003; Schevernels et al., 2014) , this prolonged negativity was separated in an early and late CNV from 1,000 to 1,500 ms and 1,500 to 2,000 ms, respectively.
Since we were also interested in early effects of different kinds of cues on visual processing of the target circle, we also analyzed different target-related components. Early positive (P1) and negative waves (N1) were maximal in posterior regions on the contralateral side of target presentation. Hence, P1 and N1 components were observed in PO7 when the circle was presented on the right and in PO8 when the circle was presented on the left side of the screen, within a time window of 80 to 120 ms for P1 and 140 to 180 ms for N1. Also, a clear broad centroparietal P3 was quantified between 250 and 400 ms at centroparietal (CPz, CP1, and CP2) and parietal electrode sites (Pz, P1, and P2). We also explored the inhibition-related frontal N2/P3 complex, yet we could not clearly detect these components in no-go trials, and accordingly they were not analyzed statistically. The processing of correct feedback gave rise to a prominent P3 that was maximal between 300 and 450 ms at parietal electrode sites (Pz, P1, P2, POz, PO3, PO4).
Results

Behavior
Analyses related to behavioral accuracy revealed a significant main effect of action, F(1,20) 5 42.48, p < .001, g p 2 5 .68, showing higher accuracy for no-go trials compared to go trials. 4 However, although reaching similar overall accuracy rates, we failed to replicate an important feature of the behavioral results of Guitart-Masip et al. (2011) in that we neither found a significant main effect of valence nor a significant interaction (both ps > .15). This pattern also didn't change when including responses that exceeded the response time-out window seeing that the number of go trials that exceeded the maximal response time was similar for different types of valence conditions (p > .15). In contrast, in correct in-time go trials, we did find an effect of valence, F(2,40) 5 8. Figure 2 ). Also, a main effect of valence was observed, F(2, Figure 2. Cue-locked ERP results. A: Topographical maps reflecting the P3, early CNV, and late CNV in go and no-go trials, and the corresponding differences indicating the main effect of action. Note that the topographical maps of the (early and late) CNV in go and no-go trials reflect the difference between go or no-go trials on one hand and cued catch trials (which should not induce any preparatory activity) on the other hand. Go trials elicited larger positivities than nogo trials between 400 and 600 ms (P3). Moreover, in go trials a clear (early and late) CNV is observed, which is not the case for no-go trials. B: Grandaveraged ERP waves locked to the cue over electrode sites Pz, P1, and P2 show larger P3 amplitudes in go trials and especially in go to win trials compared to go to avoid-losing and neutral trials. Moreover, grand-averaged waveforms over frontocentral sites (FCz, FC1, FC2, Cz, C1, and C2) are depicted for each condition, reflecting the early and late CNV component in go trials. Frames indicate the time range of the different components (as included in the analyses). Figure 2 ), whereas neither the main effect of valence nor the interaction between the factors was significant (all ps > .1).
Target-locked ERPs. The posterior target-locked P1 did not show any significant differences (ps > .2), but the visual N1 was larger in go trials compared to no-go trials, F(1,20) 5 11.48, p 5 .003, g p 2 5 .37; M 5 21.42, SD 5 3.38 versus M 5 20.32, SD 5 2.69 (see Figure 3A) . We did not find a significant main effect of valence (p > .4) nor a significant interaction (p > .1) related to the N1 component. The target-locked parietal P3 amplitude showed a large main effect of action, F(1,20) 5 134.73, p < .001, g p 2 5 .87, and an interaction between action and valence, F(2,40) 5 3.15, p 5 .054, g p 2 5 .14. Figure 3A illustrates that these effects reflect significantly larger P3 amplitudes in go trials and especially in win and avoidlosing trials compared to neutral trials, t (20) Figure  3B indicate that the typical N2/P3 complex was not observed in nogo trials. These inhibition-related N2 and P3 components are usually detected at frontal sites between approximately 200 and 300 ms and 300 and 500 ms, respectively (see, e.g., Bokura et al., 2001; Falkenstein et al., 1999; Smith et al., 2007) with larger amplitudes in no-go trials compared to go trials. Concerning the N2, there was no clear negative component between 200 and 300 ms aftertarget presentation, and although ERPs between 200 and 300 ms elicited by targets in no-go trials showed a less positive wave than target-evoked ERPs in go trials, the distribution was more parietal than frontal (see Figure 3B) . Also, importantly, the subsequent time range showed no indication of an enhanced frontal positivity in no-go trials (between 300 and 500 ms). Rather, we only detected a broad centroparietal positivity starting around 200 ms and lasting until 500 ms that was larger in go trials likely reflecting the parietal P3 described earlier (depicted by a larger negativity when subtracting waves related to go trials from no-go trials).
Feedback-locked ERPs. The correct feedback-evoked P3 showed a significant main effect of the factors action, F(1,20) 5 9.55, p 5 .006, g p 2 5 .32, and valence, F(2,40) 5 39.19, p < .001, g p 2 5 .67, but also a significant interaction, F(2,40) 5 3.92, p 5 .028, g p 2 5 .16. As can be observed in Figure 4 , win feedback (arrow pointing upwards) elicited the largest P3s when subjects had to perform an action. Moreover, the P3 amplitude related to positive feedback was significantly larger in go compared to no-go trials not Figure 3 . A: Target-locked ERPs. Waveforms averaged over PO7 for targets presented on the right side of the screen and PO8 for targets presented on the left side of the screen, showing enhanced target-locked N1 in go trials (left). Grand-averaged target-locked ERPs over (centro)parietal regions (Pz, CPz, P1, CP1, P2, and CP2) reflecting the target P3 between 250 and 400 ms, illustrating enhanced P3 amplitudes in go trials and especially in go to win and go to avoid-losing trials (right). B: Absence of the no-go N2/P3 complex. Waveforms are shown at frontal electrode site FCz where typically a larger negativity between 200 and 300 ms (N2) and enhanced positivity between 300 and 500 ms (P3) in no-go trials compared to go trials is observed. As can also be observed in the topographical maps depicting the difference between no-go and go trials at different time points, no-go trials did not display an enhanced negativity at frontal electrode sites, but rather go trials showed a broad (centroparietal) enhanced positivity (here reflected by a larger negativity in the no-go minus go difference). On the other hand, the P3 was smallest for correct feedback in neutral trials, and it did not significantly differ between neutral go and no-go trials (p > .1). To further identify effects of valence, we also compared trials with a different outcome value to correct responses in go and no-go trials, respectively. We found that, when subjects had to respond to the target (go trials), the correct-feedback P3 amplitude was increased from win trials to avoid-losing trials, t (20) 
Discussion
The goal of the current study was to investigate differential involvement of (preparatory) mental effort in the orthogonalized go/no-go task of Guitart-Masip et al. (2011) and Guitart-Masip, Chowdhury et al. (2012) using ERPs. In line with the idea that preparing for a go trial is more demanding than preparing for a no-go trial, we found diminished cue-evoked P3 amplitudes and an absence of the preparation-related CNV component for the expectation of no-go targets. Moreover, visual attention to the target was decreased in no-go trials as indicated by smaller N1 and P3 amplitudes. Finally, the P3 amplitude related to correct feedback was significantly larger in motivated (win and avoid-losing) go trials, which might suggest more positive subjective appraisal of correct feedback for a more effortful task. All these results together point in the direction of differential cognitive resource engagement during preparation, task performance, and feedback evaluation in anticipated go trials compared to anticipated no-go trials.
Main Effects of Action and Effort Anticipation
The key focus of our experiment lies in the manipulation of action, and in line with the effect found by Guitart-Masip et al. (2011) and Guitart-Masip, Chowdhury et al. (2012) , we observed higher accuracy in no-go trials (nearly 100% correct) suggesting that these trials were less difficult than go trials. Moreover, the cue-locked P3
as well as the CNV component showed highly significant effects of action with larger amplitudes for the anticipation of go trials compared to no-go trials. The P3 has been suggested to reflect activity in the locus coeruleus-norepinephrine (LC-NE) system that is involved in stimulus evaluation and decision making, thereby guiding attention allocation in favor of goal-relevant stimuli (Nieuwenhuis, Aston-Jones, . Hence, the large difference in P3 amplitude between go and no-go trials might suggest that go trials are identified as being more task relevant, promoting more attention to the go stimuli. More importantly, we did find a substantially larger early and late CNV in go trials than in no-go trials. For the latter, we in fact found that the CNV was practically absent (compared to catch trials), in line with previous findings showing a significant cuerelated action effect (Filipović et al., 2001; Funderud et al., 2012; Randall & Smith, 2011; Rosahl & Knight, 1995) . This difference probably entails more motoric preparation but also more cognitive preparation in go trials considering that it has been shown that the CNV also or mainly reflects effortful cognitive preparation processes, and that participants in the current task cannot prepare for a specific response yet (Ansari & Derakshan, 2011; Cui et al., 2000; Falkenstein, Hoormann, Hohnsbein, & Kleinsorge, 2003; G omez, Flores, & Ledesma, 2007; Lorist et al., 2000; R€ osler et al., 1997; Wild-Wall, Hohnsbein, & Falkenstein, 2007) . Hence, these results are in favor of our hypothesis that no-go cues differ from go cues in mental preparatory activation going beyond merely motor preparation. Importantly, this effect could very well link back to the action-dominated activity in the dopaminergic source and target regions found by Guitart-Masip et al. (2011) and Guitart-Masip, Chowdhury et al. (2012) given evidence for a link between the CNV and central dopaminergic activity 5 (Amabile et al., 1986; Fan et al., 2007; Gerschlager et al., 1999; Linssen et al., 2011; Oishi, Mochizuki, Du, & Takasu, 1995) , and the fact that these areas have been found to be sensitive to differences in preparatory effort (e.g., Boehler et al., 2011 ; see also below). We note that the modest amount of jittering used here between the cue and the target might have some implications for the interpretation of the CNV (in terms of temporal anticipation). Yet, having some jitter increases the similarity to the original paradigm of Guitart-Masip et al. that used an extensive amount of jittering as is typical in fMRI studies. Yet, we shortened the jittering period extensively (to an interval of 1,200 to 1,500 ms after cue offset), which means subjects expect the target on average in a brief time window starting 1,200 ms after cue offset. Importantly, we limited our analysis to the time window Figure 4 . Correct feedback-locked ERPs. Over parietal regions (Pz, P1, P2, POz, PO3, and PO4), grand-averaged ERPs show more positive P3 components evoked by correct feedback in go trials compared to no-go trials only in the go to win and avoid-losing conditions. Frames indicate the time range of the different components (as included in the analyses).
5. Of course, the CNV does not directly signal subcortical dopamine release (Cohen, Cavanagh, & Slagter, 2011) , but it could rather reflect its effects on cortical brain areas via dopaminergic pathways.
preceding the earliest time point of target presentation. Moreover, the similarly large action effects across both early and late portions of the CNV suggest a sustained anticipation effect of around 1 s in duration in anticipated go trials.
The target-related ERPs provided further evidence for differences in effort-related processes. Specifically, we found a diminished contralateral posterior N1 component in no-go trials, implying decreased early visual attention to the circle target when subjects did not have to perform an action (and thus did not need to discriminate the target's location; see, e.g., Vogel & Luck, 2000) . In addition, the subsequent parietal P3 amplitude was enhanced in go trials compared to no-go trials consistent with ERP results found in studies using the go/no-go task showing a more parietal scalp distribution for go trials (Bokura et al., 2001; Bruin & Wijers, 2002; Liu, Xiao, Shi, & Zhao, 2011; Tekok-Kilic, Shucard, & Shucard, 2001 ). The parietal go P3 component has been distinguished from the frontal no-go P3 (Bokura et al., 2001; Pfefferbaum & Ford, 1988; Tekok-Kilic et al., 2001 ) with the first being more similar to the classic P300, likely reflecting target detection and evaluation, response production, and executive control processes (Eimer, 1993; Liu et al., 2011; Pfefferbaum et al., 1985; Tekok-Kilic et al., 2001) . Remarkably, in no-go trials we did not observe any typical inhibition-related components during target processing like the no-go frontal N2/P3 complex (see Figure 3B ; Bokura et al., 2001; Bruin et al., 2001; Eimer, 1993; Falkenstein et al., 1999; Gajewski & Falkenstein, 2013; Kok, 1986; Pfefferbaum et al., 1985; Randall & Smith, 2011; Smith, Johnstone, & Barry, 2008) , suggesting that there is little active inhibition involved in cued no-go trials.
Moreover, correct feedback elicited a parietal P3 that was more positive in go trials than in no-go trials in both win and avoidlosing conditions but not in neutral conditions, which implies an effect of action when motivation is high. Considering that the feedback P3 is involved in high-level affective evaluation of the outcome (Nieuwenhuis et al., 2005; Wu & Zhou, 2009; Zhou, Yu, & Zhou, 2010) , studies that found enhanced correct-feedback P3 amplitudes in more difficult tasks have explained this in terms of more positive evaluation of the feedback stimulus after one had to put in more effort to correctly perform the task (Ma et al., 2014; Schevernels et al., 2014) , which is again consistent with the notion that effort differed between cued go and no-go trials in the present experiment. However, the amplitude of the feedback P3 (and the feedback negativity) has been found to be enhanced when feedback is contingent upon a performed action (Yeung, Holroyd, & Cohen, 2005 ). In the current task, action in go trials is equally contingent upon the outcome as is inaction in no-go trials, and thus the feedback P3 might be similarly enhanced in go and no-go conditions according to this idea, but it is conceivable that actual acting plays a role in such processes, too. Furthermore, the feedback-related P3 amplitude has also been shown to be enhanced when events are unlikely or unexpected (Bellebaum & Daum, 2008; Hajcak, Holroyd, Moser, & Simons, 2005; Hajcak, Moser, Holroyd, & Simons, 2007; Wu & Zhou, 2009 ). In the current task, accuracy was lower in go trials compared to no-go trials and thus correct feedback could be experienced as more unexpected. However, the correct-feedback P3 did not significantly differ between go trials and no-go trials in neutral conditions for which the frequency proportion is similar as in win and avoid-losing conditions. Furthermore, the subjective frequency difference might have been reduced given that 30% of correct responses were not rewarded or punished in both go and no-go trials (probabilistic feedback). Hence, we favor the stimulus-evaluation over the expectancy account to explain the action-related differences in correct-feedback P3 amplitudes in the current task. However, the value of an outcome is defined as a function of expectations. Given the probabilistic nature of the feedback, as also implemented by and Guitart-Masip, Chowdhury et al. (2012) , these expectations are not easily characterized, and it is not clear how strongly people rely on the given feedback. Hence, the current paradigm is not optimally set up to identify brain responses to outcomes, and the correct P3 amplitude might very well be affected by factors other than just effort-related differences such as expectancy and action-outcome contingency.
Thus, the enhanced activity in the SN/VTA and the striatum in expected go trials compared to no-go trials that was found by Guitart-Masip et al. (2011) and Guitart-Masip, Chowdhury et al. (2012) might not only represent anticipated action effects but also differences in anticipated mental effort or resource allocations. This is in line with previous findings demonstrating dopaminergic and striatal involvement in the (preparatory) control of cognitive resources in order to achieve goals and optimize behavioral outcomes (Boehler et al., 2011; Krebs et al., 2012; Nieoullon, 2002; Plichta et al., 2013; Vassena et al., 2014) . Related to this idea, Kurniawan et al. (2013) implemented a very similar paradigm but they orthogonalized physical effort and valence in a pure go-trial context by showing fractal cues that indicated the required force with which subjects had to squeeze a handgrip (high effort or low effort) and the probability to win or lose money. They found increased BOLD signals when anticipating higher effort in the ACC and the dorsal striatum, two typical reward-related brain areas. Although in the current study we investigate mental effort and not physical effort (as in the study of Kurniawan et al., 2013) , it has been shown that they partly rely on similar underlying mechanisms and brain structures (like the ventral striatum) that motivationally drive both task-specific systems (Schmidt, Lebreton, Cl ery-Melin, Daunizeau, & Pessiglione, 2012) . Also, in many studies it has been advocated that dopaminergic activity is involved in motivated behavior and specifically in the exertion of effort to overcome work-related requirements or costs (Kurniawan, GuitartMasip, & Dolan, 2011; Salamone & Correa, 2012; Salamone, Correa, Farrar, & Mingote, 2007; Salamone et al., 2005) . However, whether this link between dopamine and effort can only be established when an action is required or whether it also plays a role in action inhibition or withdrawal is not clear. Hence, it would be interesting to manipulate (preparatory) task demands. Yet, in the current basic task design, there seems to be no feasible way to create more difficult anticipated no-go trials without lowering stopping probability below 100%.
The contribution of effort-related processes aside, a direct coupling between action and valence could of course still exist (in which dopamine might be involved; see also Frank, Moustafa, Haughey, Curran, & Hutchison, 2007; Frank et al., 2004) . This has also been suggested by other previous studies investigating instrumental learning, where it was shown that subjects were more successful in learning to withhold a response (no-go) when anticipating punishment and to actively respond (go) when anticipating reward (Cavanagh et al., 2013; Chowdhury, Guitart-Masip, Lambert, Dolan, & D€ uzel, 2013; Guitart-Masip, Huy et al., 2012; Guitart-Masip et al., 2014; Richter et al., 2014) . Nevertheless, in the current study action and effort are clearly intertwined, and anticipation of no-go does not necessarily induce (preparation for) active inhibition or withdrawal, but rather altogether diminished (preparatory) cognitive resources devoted to the task.
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Effects of Valence and Interaction Effects
Behaviorally, we did not replicate the asymmetrical valence effect in that there was no significant difference in accuracy levels or reaction times between go to win and go to avoid-losing conditions (although numerically going in the expected direction). This might be due to an overall difference in reaction time, since in the current experiment subjects responded on average approximately 200 ms faster compared to the studies of Guitart-Masip et al. (2011) and Guitart-Masip, Chowdhury et al. (2012) . The generally slower response speed in the previous studies might be explained by the fMRI versus EEG scanning environment, differences in task instructions, task design, or training levels of subjects. Moreover, differences in response time-out might be relevant. In particular, our time-out procedure might have been too strict and could have pushed subjects to respond very fast and therefore leaves a smaller margin for improvements over conditions. Moreover, the implementation of a neutral condition might have increased the motivational value of the avoid-losing condition to a similar level as the win condition, which is suggested by smaller reaction times on both go to win and go to avoid-losing trials compared to go neutral trials. Of note, similar behavioral results for potential monetary gain and potential monetary loss have been found previously (Carter, MacInnes, Huettel, & Adcock, 2009; Engelmann, Damaraju, Padmala, & Pessoa, 2009 ; but see Ivanov et al., 2012; Paschke et al., 2015; Potts, 2011) . Given these differences, our failure to replicate the asymmetrical valence effect on go accuracy might very well not translate into a challenge of its validity (also note that on the neural level we did observe some interactions between action and valence, see below). Yet, we note that, although it would have been valuable to replicate the behavioral interaction effect found by Guitart-Masip et al. (2011) and GuitartMasip, Chowdhury et al. (2012) , also to evaluate it with reference to our neutral conditions, this was not the main interest of the current research since we focused on an alternative effort-related hypothesis for explaining action dominance (i.e., the main effect of action) in anticipatory brain activity. The cue-locked P3 amplitude in go trials was increased for win trials compared to avoid-losing and neutral trials, thereby confirming the sensitivity of this component to reward (Goldstein et al., 2006 (Goldstein et al., , 2008 Hughes et al., 2012; Pfabigan et al., 2014; Schevernels et al., 2014) , particularly in cues signaling go trials (Kohls et al., 2011) . However, although we expected to find a motivational effect on the preparatory CNV component (mainly in go trials), we did not find a significant amplitude difference between anticipated gain, loss, and neutral trials. Results of previous studies investigating the role of reward and/or punishment during target preparation are also inconsistent, with some studies reporting a lack of motivational influences on the CNV amplitude (Broyd et al., 2012; Goldstein et al., 2006; Sobotka et al., 1992) but others finding larger CNV amplitudes for cues indicating reward and/or punishment availability (Hughes et al., 2012; Pfabigan et al., 2014; Schevernels et al., 2014; Vuillier et al., 2015) . In contrast to the current paradigm, these previous studies, however, usually investigated reward effects on the CNV amplitude in classic monetary incentive delay tasks that always involve the execution of an action.
Regarding target processing, the current study shows that the target-evoked go P3 is also affected by motivation, with larger amplitudes in both punishment and reward conditions compared to neutral conditions. The target P3 has been previously shown to be sensitive to reward likely reflecting increased attention to the target when it is highly significant or motivationally relevant (Baines, Ruz, Rao, Denison, & Nobre, 2011; Hughes et al., 2012; Krebs, Boehler, Appelbaum, & Woldorff, 2013; Schevernels et al., 2014) . Turning to feedback processing, the parietal P3 evoked by correct feedback showed a main effect of valence with a decrease in P3 amplitudes from win trials to avoid-losing trials to neutral trials (although the latter effect was slightly decreased in the no-go condition). This is consistent with previous studies that have observed larger P3 amplitudes for reward compared to no-reward feedback (Bellebaum, Polezzi, & Daum, 2010; Hajcak et al., 2007; Sato et al., 2005; Schevernels et al., 2014) illustrating this component's sensitivity to the magnitude of the reward outcome and thus suggesting its involvement in motivated significance (for an overview, see San Mart ın, 2012).
Conclusions
Together, the present behavioral and ERP results pattern points in the direction of effort-related differences between go and no-go trials in the orthogonalized go/no-go paradigm of Guitart-Masip (2011) and Guitart-Masip, Chowdhury et al. (2012) . Most importantly, the absence of a CNV in no-go trials suggests a lack of involvement of preparatory cognitive processes. In turn, early and late visual attention during target processing was decreased and no typical inhibition-related components were detected after no-go cues. Finally, even the feedback-related ERP results likely implied a role of effort in that correct feedback seemed to be valued more positively in go trials. Therefore, we conclude that the established dominance of anticipated action (over valence) in typical rewardrelated brain networks simultaneously entails differences in mental effort engagement. From a more general perspective, our results suggest that action-and effort-related factors are difficult to disentangle and raise the question whether action effects would still hold when the amount of (anticipated) effort is held constant.
